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Be an eyewitness to the American struggle for independence. Discover how a few brave patriots

battled a great empire, plus see the muskets and cannons of the armies, learn how soldiers were

drilled, and find out why Yorktown was not the of the Revolution.Each revised Eyewitness book

retains the stunning artwork and photography from the groundbreaking original series, but the text

has been reduced and reworked to speak more clearly to younger readers. Still on every colorful

page: Vibrant annotated photographs and the integrated text-and-pictures approach that makes

Eyewitness a perennial favorite of parents, teachers, and school-age kids.
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"Complete with myriad compelling photographs and lively details ... this resource serves as a

fascinating eyewitness." -- The Reading Teacher"This is a stunning visual guide to the people,

battles, and events of the American Revolution." -- Social Education --This text refers to the

Hardcover edition.

This book did arrive and yes it is a new copy that i received and was in great condition. This book is

great for teaching my son about the American Revolution and makes it fun. There are a lot of

pictures to help with him understanding what they are writing about. The book is lightweight and not

heavy and that is great. It fits perfect in his backpack and has a strong hardcover which i enjoy. The



pages are slick but easy to turn and the book overall have enough information. I would recommend

this book to all that are interested in the American Revolution.

I picked this book with the other books in this series out as a birthday gift for my grandson. He has

become very interested in history. He also has expressed interest in the military and American

Wars. My wife is a retired school teacher and stated that she was familiar with this book series. She

stated that it was an excellent book for a youth learning experience. But the next important thing is

he was beyond excited when realized what it was.

The book we wanted

We use this series while homeschooling our first grader. The material is arranged in a way that you

can cover it broadly or in great detail...this is important when buying for homeschooling. We can use

the same book for a broad-stroke approach to introduce the subject in first grade and then use the

same book for more in depth study in later grades. Great value, great info!

We have purchased most of the Eyewitness Books for use ina upper elementary Montessori

classroom (4th to 6th grade age). My wife and her astudent love this book and even though I have a

masters in history, I also found the book full of very interesting facts and information.I strongly

recommend this book.

When I first saw this book for sale on the net, I was curious about it. When I received it, I was

pleasantly surprised. This small book contains a great deal of information on the war for

independence. Most books on this period in american history, tend to be maps and words. But this

book showed example after example of the period. I found this very enjoable, and knowledgeable.

People looking at this small book, should not sell it short. JRV

This book is intended for the younger reader. It tells of the American Revolution in very broad

strokes. It acts as an introduction in the most important period in the development of the United

States. Much of the American Revolution, the buildup to it and what takes place after Yorktown are

slowly being shrink wrapped into oblivion. In a few more decades, the entire period from 1756 to

1816 will be but a few paragraphs in our American History drama.What makes this book special is

not only the written word but the beautiful pictures of the events. The younger mind will be attracted



to the color of the prints and hopefully encouraged to read the smaller print as well. It is not long in

content nor is it great in number of pages. But it certainly makes a great first impression which might

lead the reader to investigate this marvelous time in our history in greater detail.I would recommend

it as a coffee table book. Its size, format and colors will lead an observer to investigate between the

pages. If we can simply tweak the reader's interest, I think he (she) will read on at an early age. This

is the book I would like to see in doctor's offices as well as ballet parlors. Every library in grade

school should have several copies and feature it on the "must read" lists. History teachers should

make it part of their personal library. And every American should treat themselves to the birth of our

nation in such simple and colorful terms.

This is an interesting book filled with a lot of information about the Revolutionary War. I bought

several for my grandchildren and although it is geared for a younger reader, the pictures made it

very appealing and I wished I had kept one for myself.
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